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Abstract 
Active Directory, like any LDAP directory, does far more than authenticate users. Having insight into 

exactly what it’s up to can help you avoid migration issues and performance problems. Native Windows 

tools don’t provide that insight, but Quest
®
 ChangeAuditor

®
 for LDAP does.  
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Introduction 

The Secret Life of Your LDAP Directory  

You probably think you know what’s happening with your Active Directory 

every morning: logging on users. But in fact, Active Directory, like any 

LDAP directory, leads a bit of a double life. Sure, it’s busily authenticating 

users in the morning and throughout the day—but it’s probably doing a lot 

more behind your back. Wouldn’t you like to know what else it’s spending 

its time on? 

Why You Should Care 

Most of the time, Active Directory can hum along without much attention 

from you. But all of its extracurricular activity can have a major impact in 

two specific areas: migrations and consolidations, and performance. 

Migrations and Consolidations 

An Active Directory migration—or consolidation—is a tricky thing. 

Obviously, you have the hassle of migrating accounts and objects from 

one domain to another, along with all of the complexity that entails. But 

Active Directory also includes objects or containers that are used by other 

applications, and, unfortunately, Windows’ native tools don’t provide any 

kind of logging of this type of directory access.  

Why does that “secret” life of your directory matter? Because it’s really 

difficult to get the inventory you need before beginning a migration, and 

therefore important objects and containers can easily be overlooked—

until an application stops working and nobody can figure out why.  

Performance  

Active Directory is a high-performance directory system, but its 

performance can certainly be degraded by certain kinds of uses. We tend 

to size our directories based on user logon load, and that’s the main 

workload we tend to monitor as well. But applications can have a 

tremendous impact on LDAP performance: long-running queries, poorly-

written queries, unnecessary recursive queries, large result sets and 

more can all conspire to put a greater LDAP load on Active Directory than 

a thousand users logging on at once. And finding these problems is 

extremely difficult because Windows’ native tools simply don’t give you 

much insight. 

No Patient Information  
in a Hospital? 

It is fairly common to miss some 

files during an Active Directory 

migration, but it can have more of 

an impact for some companies 

than others. Suppose a business 

migrates its domain and formally 

switches to the new domain. 

Suddenly, a critical application 

stops working because it wasn’t 

accounted for during the migration. 

If it’s a customer-information 

application, business stops; money 

is lost; customers are angry. But 

what if it had happened in a 

hospital? A public utility? Any 

business can easily lose track of all 

the applications that rely on the 

directory—with terrible 

consequences. 

Mystery App Pounds Directory 
into Submission 

Sometimes it’s really difficult to 

determine the cause of a pervasive 

problem. Case in point: one 

business struggled to discover the 

cause for a suddenly sluggish 

Active Directory infrastructure. One 

day, everything was running 

smoothly; the next day, everything 

crawled. The culprit? A newly-

installed shipping and receiving 

application that was continuously 

submitting poorly-constructed 

LDAP queries to the directory, all 

without anyone’s knowledge. 

Without detailed insight into the 

LDAP traffic hitting the 

infrastructure, the team might 

never have found the problem. 
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Getting the Information You Need 

Doesn’t Active Directory’s Native Auditing Suffice? 

Not really. Active Directory’s native auditing is focused primarily on security-related events like user 

logons and permissions use. Active Directory can be configured to capture certain LDAP-related 

information, but doing so requires a registry edit on individual domain controllers. The information that is 

collected is written to the event log only every 12 hours, by default, during an internal “garbage collection” 

process. There’s no way to filter the information effectively, meaning you’ll end up looking at a lot of raw 

data, which can be very difficult to sort and collate. There’s no built-in reporting, and the directory doesn’t 

natively resolve addresses to names, making it even more difficult to track down the source of specific 

LDAP traffic. Perhaps the most troublesome aspect of the native logging capabilities is that each domain 

controller keeps its own log, and there’s no easy way to centralize the entire domain’s information into a 

single place for reporting, analysis and searching. 

Give Your LDAP Traffic an X-Ray 

You need more insight than the native logging can provide. You need it in real time, and you need it 

centralized. Specifically, you’ll want to know: 

 Who performed each LDAP query 

 What domain controller executed the query 

 What machine the query originated from 

 What container the query started in 

 How many records were returned in the query result 

 How long the query ran 

 How many times that particular query has been executed 

With that information, you can start to effectively discover LDAP-dependent applications prior to (and 

during) a migration, and you can efficiently monitor Active Directory’s performance and start resolving 

application-related performance issues.  

Make that an X-Ray with Intelligence 

But there’s still too much opportunity for information overload. Exchange Server alone fires off thousands 

of LDAP queries throughout the day, and in many cases you’re not going to want to look at those. Your 

directory can easily receive millions of LDAP queries each day, and there’s no way you’re going to want 

to look at every single one. So you’re also going to need some intelligent filtering that lets you: 

 Discard queries that returned smaller result sets 

 Discard queries that ran in a short period of time 

 Combine duplicate queries that occurred within a specified span of time 

 Exclude queries directed to specific directory containers, cutting down on duplicate data 
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These capabilities will enable you to focus on the problematic queries that require your attention, filtering 

the mass of raw data into useful, actionable information. The last bullet point—being able to exclude 

certain containers known to generate a lot of normal traffic—is especially crucial. For example, the system 

containers that relate to Group Policy routinely generate massive amounts of perfectly normal LDAP 

traffic, and being able to exclude that from your reports and other views will help reveal actual “offender” 

applications that are degrading performance.  
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Introducing ChangeAuditor
®
 for LDAP 

A Secure, Centralized Record of LDAP Events 

Like the other members of Quest Software’s ChangeAuditor family, ChangeAuditor for LDAP digs deep 

into your directory’s internals, intercepting and logging data that isn’t normally accessible. LDAP events 

are captured in real time and forwarded to a central, secure database for reporting, searching, filtering 

and analysis. The result is a central console with all of the LDAP queries from your entire Active Directory 

infrastructure. Sound like information overload? 

Intelligent Filtering  

It could be, but ChangeAuditor also provides the intelligent filtering and exclusion capabilities that you 

need to effectively manage that fire hose of information. You can have ChangeAuditor automatically 

discard irrelevant queries, such as those that run in a few milliseconds or those that return only a few 

objects. You can combine duplicate queries that execute within a short time period into a single event. 

Most importantly, you can exclude “noisy” containers, like those related to Group Policy, bringing your 

focus in on actual problem areas that require your attention. 

Trouble-free Migrations 

Prior to or during a migration, ChangeAuditor can help you properly discover and inventory every 

application that has an LDAP dependency. You’ll be able to identify query sources by machine name, 

rapidly identifying not only applications, but the clients and servers on which they run. With a complete, 

accurate, real-world application inventory, you’ll be more certain of a trouble-free migration. 

Integration with other ChangeAuditor Solutions 

ChangeAuditor for LDAP can also work in conjunction with the other members of the ChangeAuditor 

family, providing detailed, secure auditing for Active Directory, SQL Server, Windows File Servers and 

Exchange Server.  
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